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The exhibition which questions the limits of contemporary architecture, urban design and art is
structured around six topics tackling the issues of urban life and its spatial setting through reinvented methodologies, visions and novel approaches.
The first section Going Digital – innovations in the contemporary life provides an insight into the
ideas of multi-sensory integration and processing, reconsidered architectural typologies and the
interrelation of architecture and instruments, while New Methodology – learning through new
resilient, smart and innovative methodology researches focuses on new housing identities generated through the changes of life-styles and the upgrading of architectural and planning education. Urban Design Projects – small scale design thinking and town planning as an inspiration
for integrative planning reveal a set of ideas dealing with open public spaces, from the activation
and urban networking of waterfronts and archeological sites, to the problems of materialization.
Architecture and/or Art – inspiration for creating directs our attention to the realms of dystopian
future, the emergent presence of responsive and interactive architecture, urban history, elementary spaces, and unexpected design triggers hidden in film language, tradition and the continuity
of measurement drawings.
Simultaneously, the new qualities of interior design could be seen in the section Architecture and
interior space – projects and realization, presenting the intriguing examples of spaces in which

we live, work, travel and relax. The final section of the exhibition is dedicated to New idea or
project realization in Architecture, Urban Design or Art confirming a forward-looking character
of the event. It is easily detectable in the selected projects and studies which consider material
and non-material flows, decomposition and abstraction, and the contemporary fuzzy boundaries
between entities, disciplines and sensations.
We are one step closer to the future and this exhibition confirms the increasing pace of change
which we have to face. What will the next years bring?

Invited Authors –
Works by Jury Members

Dr Aleksandra Stupar, Associate Professor
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Elif Ayiter

SECOND LIFE AVATARS

“Fleur v.4”, Unisex historically inspired fantasy avatar ensemble, Second Life, 2019.

“cat-o-lantern”, Unisex avatar ensemble for Halloween, Second Life, 2019.
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Marija Simović, Petar Simović

Hillout House, Gornja Crnuća, Rudnik Mountain, Serbia

tional functions are solved by adding the pavillions for food, massage and toilet on the level
of the platform. The guests of Hillout House are
supposed to be in deep contact with nature and
it’s surroundings, thus having the unique and
different experience of this part of Serbia.
Year: 2018

Going Digital –
Innovations in the Contemporary Life

The atypical tourist complex is settled on the top
of one of the hills of Rudnik Mountain. It consists
of 8 sleeping units with bathroom and external
space for gathering activities. The main focus is
on the platform on the level of the peak of this
hill which is organized for dining, co-working,
exercising and enjoying nature and the view.
Some activities are protected by a concrete canopy, some are not. The necessity of some addi-
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Dragana Ćirić

FREQUENCIES: INVISIBLE ARCHITECTURE
COMPREHENSIVE SENSING - ARCHITECTURAL INTEGRATION
AND DESIGN

The research Frequencies deals with the questions of multisensory integration and processing (cross-modal perception) and the extended
multisensorial spatial awareness in relation to architecture. It investigates comprehensive sensing technologies, intelligence and robotics,
and their architectural smart integration or other
ways by which they can be architecturally operationalised suggesting the idea and the form
of the architectural object as a measuring and
sensing instrument - a sophisticated machine in complex relations with the humans and the
environment.

For these purposes, a multi-frequency band
scale/diagram has been built in order to uncover the ways by which the complete spectrum
analysis and filtering work in a black box as a
part of such an architectural system. The output
modules of the architectural instrument (calibrated to work within the precise frequential
domain) identify, allocate and track the source
of the detected signal.
ARCHITECTURE-INSTRUMENT
https://dciricglobaleyesremotesensing.tumblr.com/
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Ivan Filipović

Dragana Vasiljević Tomić

EXTRATERRITORIALITY IN SITU:
NECESSITY FOR RE-CONCEPTUALIZATION
OF EMBASSY BUILDING PROCESSES IN SERBIA

OPTICON

Mechanisms utilized for export of architectural typologies, aimed at the communication
of specific images of national identities, will
be examined and presented via graphs and
diagrams.
Observing diplomatic-consular typologies,
applying extraterritorial privileges, potential
disruption of the continuity of the urban matrix
will be highlighted. Appropriate proposals to
mitigate negative spatial consequences will be
offered, drawing on the experience of the construction process of the new Japanese embassy
in Belgrade,Serbia.

“Opticon”, as a semantic concept, that can become a process signifier, mechanism or an object of (visual, scientific) observation.
Furthermore, it discusses the topics of the interrelation of architecture and instruments, architecture as a spatial function/technology or
architecture with reference to the “culture of scientific observation and elaboration” of natural
and socially produced phenomena.
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Ana Nikezić, Jelena Ristić Trajković, Aleksandra Milovanović

New Methodology –
Learning Through New Resilient, Smart and Innovative Methodology Researches

METHODOLOGY FOR GENERATING FUTURE HOUSING
IDENTITIES

The impulse for research is a continuous transformation of the housing typologies issue shifted from being modern to being postmodern,
from rational to essential, from fragmented to
ephemeral, from conditioned to being fluid,
questioning the future housing identities. This
research deals with new methodologies for
generating future housing identities based on
newly recognized values of contemporary lifestyle and the changed context of education in
the field of architecture and urbanism.
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Malina Čvoro, Saša Čvoro, Maja Medić, Neda Medić, Nebojsa Jeremić, Zoran Uljarević

CENTRAL AREA OF BROD IN REPUBLIC OF SRPSKA

Urban Design Projects –
Small Scale Design Thinking and Town Planning
as an Inspiration for Integrative Planning

The desire to create the highest quality urban
space for all users leads us to reconsider the
identity of the place and to find the answer to
the question: What should a free, open space
in the city center look and live like? Unfortunately, it is a common occurrence in our cities that
these extremely important spaces within the urban zone have neglectful or temporary appear-

ances. By comprehending the city’s economy,
tourism, the need to strengthen local identity,
there is a demand for unique and attractive
spaces in the city’s central zone, as a form of
landmark that defines the city. Such is the case
with the area implied by the competition, in the
northwest part of central area of Brod in Republic of Srpska.
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Nora Lefa, Papafotiou Maria, Paraskevopoulou Angeliki, Supervisors
Maria Dimitrou, Artemis Kyramariou, Panagiota Malteyou, Stella MexiI, Marilena Pittara,Stelios
Samaltanis, Anastasia Yialipsou

RESTORATION PROPOSAL FOR SANTAROZA SQUARE, ATHENS

Justice, commonly known as Santaroza Square
on Panepistimiou (University) street in central
Athens, which derives its name from the now
demolished turn of the century courthouse is a
open-air phantom space: deserted during the
day, it serves as a meeting-point for drug-addicts at dusk, fringe-groups and homeless peo-

ple who spend the nights under the canopies of
the adjacent Santaroza and Arsaki streets.
By reshaping this pivotal point of the city we
aspire at helping change the attitudes and behaviors of people frequenting or passing by it.

Nataša Danilović Hristić, leader of the team
Maja Hristov, Tijana Crnčević, members of the team

DETAILED REGULATION PLAN “DRAGULJ” IN KOSTOLAC

The Plan defined conditions for the passenger
pier for the luxury river cruises and marina, on
bank of Danube, in order to activate route to
the Archaeological park “Viminacium” and all
other touristic potentials of the city of Pozarevac and the municipality of Kostolac. It is also
planned to develop and improve the attraction
of the sport airport, recreational area including
camping, cycling trails and hotel facilities.
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Denis Ambruš, Vlatko Dusparić

Jovana Milić Simović

RIVER BLOCK AND WALK ZENICA

URBAN DESIGN OF MARBLE “PLAVI TOK”

When it comes to the relation between physical
structures and a river, we advocate the „river in
the city“ model. It is the idea of urban development in which the river and its banks become
compositional axis and urban space – a place
where people meet and communicate, which
is entirely embraced by its inhabitants and oth-

er users. Two longitudinal structures along the
river reconcile two seemingly contradictory
notions: phase construction and uniqueness of
shaping the whole. The concentration of buildable areas leaves bigger natural green areas for
various outdoor activities in the contact with the
river.

Natural stone is appreciated for its durability
and beautiful appearance.
It impresses us in the remnants of magnificent
megalithic cultures, in the Egyptian pyramids or
the Inca tribes’ pyramids, as well as in the marble statues of the Greek and Roman deities. It
surprises us in Indian sanctuaries, carved into
living rocks, in Japanese gardens with prudently
arranged stones, as well as in stone lace carved
objects of Maori palaces and Gothic churches.
We know it from the ruins of old houses and
towns, where it stands half-washed, resisting
centuries and awaiting re-embedment.
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Marko Jobst

NOTES FOR AN ISLAND

This exhibition proposal represents a fragment
of a longer ficto-critical text which deals with a
dystopian future of an unnamed island. Questioning the mechanics of consumer manipulation and the role of architecture in staging expe-

rience, it offers a series of vignettes describing a
hypothetical, dystopian venture. The role of text
here is to provide a literary illustration of a theoretical premise, rather than the more commonly
employed visual one.

Fragment No.4
Our commercial venture in this island is a finely tuned project. There are a number of more robust ventures scattered
throughout the region, but ours operates on a particularly refined set of parameters, some of which might not appear
to be geared towards giving immediate commercial results. However, those are precisely the ones deemed to be most
fruitful in the long run. This model, due to its current success and in accordance with the broader developmental strategies, is being considered as the primary commercial method for the future, which, as you might have guessed, makes
our team extremely proud. It’s worth noting that this has been the cause of some considerable envy in the neighbouring
projects, as well as a few minor instances of name-calling (‘fake prophets’). This is nothing we can’t handle and return
with interest though, while bonding as a team at the same time. After all, external antagonisms only foster internal cohesion, increasing staff motivation and enhancing productivity.
The business ethics of our venture is simple: the subtler and more tactically located the pressure, the more voluntary
and profuse the customer participation. This is manifest in our approach to handling demand for partial ownership of
the locale for example. At the time of compilation of this report, there has been a limited number of cells available at any
given moment, at peak periods especially, and although we have some leeway with regard to the exact numbers (we can
subtly expand or contract the field at short notice) a clear message is sent out to our prospective visitors: that this island
is small, exclusive and above all genuine. It is anything but commercial. Furthermore, our prices are highly competitive,

Architecture and/or Art –
Inspiration for Creating

even if keeping them so entails failing to make significant seasonal margins. However, this bears fruit in the context of the
long-term plan for the locale. You will be the ultimate judge of the scheme’s success, we hasten to add.
As for full ownership, there is only ever a very limited number of sectors available, subject to a long, informal waiting lists
(a touch we are particularly proud of), which involves a wide range of island staff who carry out the various roles and are
linked with property in a number of convoluted ways (in the eyes of our visitors and potential clients). The staff perform an
agile transformation from friendly everyday service entities to hardened locals, keen to preserve the natural beauty and
genuine character of the locale by selectively passing on information to the visitors who have proven their commitment
to the island. This only raises the level of exclusivity further, while the method serves a dual role: to attract the right kind
of permanent settler and allow for staff interference and the spreading of decisive influence on the course of events on
the island. For example, this can take the form of sudden presentation of unusual individuals within the locale who will,
due to unforeseen complications, need to leave, passing the property in question on to the next interested visitor who
will inherit it with that added layer of local history. Dare we say: divinely manufactured myth.
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Stahl Stenslie

Andrea Raičević

ARCHITECTURES OF THE EMERGENT REAL

MEMORY OF THE CITY

Our digital, next future is emerging as an Event
Horizon from which there might be no escape.
We produce our very own perception of space
through our everyday lives increasingly lived in
the virtual space of online, social media. These

are representational spaces, but, put in the formula of Lefebvre, simultaneously lived and real
spaces. This emergent real provides material to
build new responsive and interactive architectures, heaven to some, hell to others.

“I am thinking of a unity, or a system, made solely of reassembled fragments”
Aldo Rossi, A Scientific autobiography
The work explores the idea that the planar sequences of urban space captured in a photo
frame could contain information that can be
used to dream of new urban spaces. The images presented here are suggesting − through
recognizable forms and within the cultural complex of interpreting commonly known contours
of urban structures (in overlapping of their inherent experiential narratives) − entirely new

experiences and directions for change that can
serve as inspiration for design. By looking at
2D images as typological patterns of possible
visual sections of urban life, in their overlap in
the Photoshop, it becomes possible to experience a return to three-dimensionality: through
a graphical representation of the temporal and
geographical variability of the urban environment. In the repetition of the process, a poetic
collage of simultaneous memories is constructed, which becomes the premises of the “future
memories” of the city.
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Leonidas Koutsoumpos – collective work (2019) National Technical University of Athens

Aleksandra Perić

ELEMENTARY SPACES

APPLICATION OF ANDREI TARKOVSKY’S DIRECTING PRINCIPLES
IN ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, IN THE SPATIAL CONTEXT OF AVALA
FILM

Design outcome of an elective module of theory in architectural design where the concept
of function is contrasted against the notion of
use in architecture. The students documented,
in great detail, an existing architectural or urban
elementary space, that is, a space with abstract
qualities that can be used during future design
processes.

Project Avala film coworker hood is based on
the concept presented in the previous Conference On Architecture. The concept advocates
for designing architecture in the way in which
films are created.
This project directly apply directing poetics of
Andrei Tarkovsky in design process. His film language is layered on symbolic, conceptual and
aesthetic directing elements, than interpreted
as sociological, physical and spatial values,
which become tools in architecture. Starting
from the film structure, the film frame and the architectural event are set in the parallel relation,
transmitting one medium to the other.
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Bojana Jerković-Babović, Anastasija Simović, Branko Gulan

Anđelka Bnin-Bninski

KILIM

CONVERSATION WITH BRANISLAV MILENKOVIC ABOUT THE
CONTINUITY OF MEASUREMENT DRAWINGS

Socio-spatial dynamics and diversity of the context initiated the concept based on the notion
of kilim , signifying the place of gathering and
community. Kilim is in architectural-spatial terms
interpreted into the emphasized ambient dynamics. The aim of this project is to create the

architecture which forms the space of kilim, as a
three-dimensional, stratified texture conceived
as contemporary interpretation of the Bauhaus
qualities and aesthetics and the local context.

This allegory is formulated as a question on the
“permanent dimensional analysis” (Milenkovic)
and a possibility of the permanent, continuous measurement drawing (Bnin-Bninski). The
graphical conversation evokes unstable and
ambiguous dimensional relations that change
and deviate from the project to building and
space usage. Following Klee’s “dot that went
for a walk”, we set in movement specific Milenkovic’s dimensional schemes to draw three and
four dimensional contingencies.
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Snežana Vesnić, Vladimir Milenković, Tatjana Stratimirović, NEOARHITEKTI

VILA PAVLOVIĆ

Architecture and Interior Design Projects and Realization

The site for a weekend retreat on the edge of
a semi-urban settlement, on one of the most
popular Serbian mountains, was chosen for its
undisturbed views and possibility to directly
become a part of picturesque scenery. The villa opens to the nature and only visually turns its
back to the existing artefacts of urbanity. The
simplicity of architectural language has been
applied to the exterior as well. This architectural

decision enhanced the monolithic appearance
of the structure and grounded it fully into the
landscape.
vimeo.com/302293467
Location: Zlatibor, Serbia
Year: 2018
Photo credits: R.I.
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Dijana Zorić, Maja Mrdak, Vukola Kecojević, ARCHIFOCUS

Laura Živković

KINDERGARTEN IN ULCINJ - AWARDED COMPETITION ENTRY THIRD PRIZE

AIRPORT TERMINAL FOR PRIVATE AND SPORTS AIRCRAFT
“SPIRO MUGOSA”, PODGORICA

The project is located in Ulcinj, Montenegro.
Given the nature of the project, the design followed the open-minded teaching concept of
the kindergarten – embracing nature. The aim
was to feed children’s curiosity and thirst for adventure through careful design. We find inspi-

ration for roof design in the combination of the
sea waves and the first children’s perception of
the house. The perfect building envelope was
created by choosing natural materials such as
wooden panels and white ceramic tiles.

Objects of airport complex are organized in an
orthogonal structural matrix, where a roof with
structure gives dynamics to the complex. The
shape of the base of the airport complex comes
from the shape of a boomerang, which conceptually represents a return to the “throne”.
The roof covering has been treated with special
care, the zenithal lighting gives a dynamic and
recognizable point of orientation to people
approaching the airport, whether it be aircraft
passengers or athletes with parachutes.
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Dejan Todorović

Bojana Jerković-Babović

WÜRTH Serbia Training & Test Center

APARTMENT INTERIOR DESIGN – LINES AND COLOURS

WÜRTH Serbia Training & Test Center is constructed inside a former warehouse. It consists
of two spaces divided by a 30m long translucent polycarbonate wall. The first space contains a steel mesh demo center and a testing
chamber. The second space is a multi-purpose
training center that can be transformed with
dividing panels to anything from a series of individual classrooms or offices, to conference,
exhibition or event space.

The main conceptual idea is developed from
the issue of the heating pipes movement in the
new spatial organisation. Accordingly, the main
issue in the project became the main spatial
concept - heating pipes became the main spatial motif in the centre of the new open space.
The pipes are additionally accentuated with
vivid colouring and interpreted in the structure
that holds the continuous outline consisted of
dining table, counter and the shelf that circles
the living room space.

Client: WÜRTH Serbia, d.o.o
Location: Belgrade, Serbia
Area: 540 m2
Year: 2019
Photo credits: Dejan Todorović
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Bojana Jerković-Babović

Unknown studio

RECONSTRUCTION AND ADAPTATION OF THE ROOFTOP

M PLAZA LOFT INTERIOR DESIGN

The main idea of this reconstruction and adaptation project is based on the motif of linear wall
which both physically and visually allows inner
and outer space overlapping. Additionally, the
wall emphasises the view towards the sea, all
over the town and Šibenik bay.
The wall is the main formal and functional element which contains all the installations. Therefore, the kitchen and bathroom are poisoned
around it allowing free, continuous, circular
movement flows in the space.

M Plaza design is orbiting around few key
words. Simplicity, Nature and Home. The
whole place is designed using „simplicity“ as
an verb – something that exists in the space and
co-exists with the users. The design is oriented
toward nature and earthly tones, while walls
and ceiling are used as neutral background
for everything else. The home moment was
achieved by warm ambience and details that
are yet to be presented over the course of time.
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Unknown studio

Unknown studio

B21 APARTMENT INTERIOR DESIGN

M OFFICE BUILDING INTERIOR DESIGN

B21 Apartment is located in one of the few
high-rises in New Belgrade Block 21. The stunning view dominate the whole orientation of
the place, thus creating the illusion of complete
absence of the city, traffic and rush. They goal
here was to create the space that allows the
light to enter undisturbed in the space, while
re-creating the traditional organization of the
loft. Light materials, round edges as well as nature-based textures dominate the interior and
creates the sensation of connection with nature
that can be seen outside.

Make it raw! Make it simple! Office space is
designed for the furniture-making company
from Čačak. The key idea was not to present
them with the things they make, rather with
things that are already there. Simplicity of steel,
concrete and wood are merged together in a
mixture that defines zones of open-space plan.
Corten-steel is used to point-out certain elements and zones in order to achieve more contrast and communication in the space.
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Unknown studio

Ivana Rakonjac, Borislava Ivanković, Milica Otašević, METEOR

M TEL kiosk

WE65|2 Apartment Interior Design

The design of the MTEL Austria kiosk was defined by their slogan, „Closer to home“. In
order to understand this phrase, the one must
know the fact that Mtel Austria is daughte
company of Serbian Telekom, and as such it
connects Serbian people in Austria, with their
homeland.
The idea was to create the kiosk that, at the
same time, represents the future-oriented

company that offers mobile services, yet traditionally bound to Serbian roots. In that manner
we created the design that has modern lines
and shapes, followed with some traditional
motives, such is Pirot’s carpet – the famous
traditional element of the Serbian folklore. The
pattern that can be seen on that carpet is used,
modernised and as such implemented on the
sides of the kiosk.

Designed for student living, the interior should
satisfy the need for isolation of residents, as well
as the necessity for interaction in the living room
area. The main idea was to make a comfortable
space for daily activities and use its maximum
potential for social gatherings. On the other
hand, bedrooms represent the personal “microcosmos” which provides isolation while
substantiating millennial’s needs.

Location: Ulica Omladinskih brigada 86v, Belgrade,
Serbia
Year of realization: 2018
Area: 88 m2
Photo credits: Milica Otašević
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Ivana Rakonjac, Borislava Ivanković, METEOR

Jasna Kavran, Ksenija Pantović, OBE

TV8 APARTMENT INTERIOR DESIGN

BOAT ME

TV8 represents renovation of a housing unit in
the building dated from the early 20th century,
located in Belgrade’s old town. Endless overlapped areas of the home with different levels
of privacy are the most striking impression of
the space. The backbone of the concept is the
preservation of ”Salon apartment” adapted in
accordance with the modern way of life. The
identity of the space is emphasized by inheritance, representing the values and architectural
expression of the past era.

The project “Boat ME” is a reconstruction of an
old boat located at one of the most memorable
locations in Belgrade, Ušće, on Sava River.
The space has been reconstructed into specific co-working office, dominated by a fantastic
view of the Kalemegdan. It is characterized by
multifunctionality, so that it can be transformed
into a space for different types of events at any
time in accordance with user requirements.

Location: Topličin venac 8, Belgrade, Serbia
Year of realization: 2018
Area: 130 m2
Photo credits: Relja Ivanić

The project is part of research for Scientific project (TR36034) Financed by the Ministry of education, science
and technology development of the Republic Serbia
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Monika Štiklica

Monika Štiklica

MAISON LES PAVILLIONS SOUS BOIS

KINDERGARTEN PLAY

This project has given a family home built in the
1980s a completely new contemporary touch.
The balance between the façade, which bears
the hallmarks of that time, and the urban design
of the Paris neighborhood in which the house
is located, was achieved through a careful
combination of modern elements and stylistic
details. The colours of the materials used blend
in harmony and the finishes are those that give
the space a dynamic combination of glossy and
matt surfaces.

The functional concept of the design solution is
based on the centralization of specific activities
for children aged 3 to 6, within a unique space
of approximately 200 m2. Different areas, such
as a musical, creative or sports corner, are connected in terms of design through same themes
and colors, with an emphasis on the use of
eco-friendly materials and precision in finishing
surfaces for children’s safety.
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Bojana Jerković-Babović

APARTMENT INTERIOR DESIGN – CIRCLE EFFECTS

New Idea or Project Realization
in Architecture, Urban Design or Art

The main idea in this project is to create dynamic ambient effect with circle hole in the wall and
its reflection in the circle mirror, custom made
lightning and golden color pallet elements.
The optical illusion is created with the aim of
emphasizing the ambient qualities of the main
design motif and creating the visual openness
and dynamics in the space using lightning effects and golden color shades.
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Bojana Jerković-Babović, Anastasija Simović

NETWORK: SIMULTANEOUS FLOWS

The installation is questioning the phenomenon of simultaneous presence and absence in
space and its material and non-material duality.
Therefore, the context of former industry, functionally abandoned, consists of constant virtual,
informational, emotional, ephemeral flows and
processes occurring within their interaction.
Accordingly, the idea of the spatial installation
is to materialize and catch non-material flows
occurring on a daily basis in the contemporary
networked context and everydayness.
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Miloš Kostić

Mila Mojslilović

POST-TECTONIC TRANSLATIONS: ORNAMENT, SCALE,
STRUCTURE

FRAGMENTATION - NEW REALITY

What if the material for the construing of ornament is a distortion of a digital image? The
main case studies in this graphic research are
three projects from the architect Jean Nouvel.
The digital decomposition and detectonisation
of form discover the hidden layers of the architect’s design narrative, offering the new spatial dimensions applicable to different scales
and levels of thinking about the link between
post-digital techniques, ornamental and structural design.

The civilization trend supported by new technologies and changed perception of space and
time has accepted the predominant influence
of digitization, resulting in continuous questioning of the design methodology. On the other
hand, abstraction of the universal is not what
explains, but what must be explained, and the
aim is not to rediscover the eternal or the universal, but to create the conditions for producing the new. The world is logical in accordance
with the possibilities given by abstraction, even
if not all the possibilities have been realized (Rajchman), and in a sense precisely because of it.

Philharmonie de Paris - post-tectonic ornamentality
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Andrea Raičević

Uroš Krčadinac

OCCUPANT

I DO NOT WISH TO BE LOVED, I WISH EVERYBODY LOVED LEAVES

The work explores the (mutual) discomfort that
arises in the encounter of 1) the curious observer who seeks to invade the privacy of the home
and 2) the one who leaves his space unprotected by coming to the edge of his territory,
exposing himself to the perception of one who
watches from outside.
There is one who owns (the space) and one
who conquers (the privacy) by taking (from) his
picture.
But which one is the occupant?

Named after a sentence from the Miloš Crnjanski’s novel, the work represents an interactive
animated interface for generating literary text
in the style of this writer. The interface is connected to Recurrent Neural Network-based
AI software strained on complete works
by Crnjanski. Users of the system are able

to control the (un)creative writing process.
The artwork is an homage to the surrealist parodies of Stanislav Vinaver, another writer and
also a mathematician, as well as an artistic critique of contemporary digital media regime
of text commodification and corporate textual
analysis.
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Carolyne Couston, Elena Ambacher

Nataša Krstić

MEASURE THE GAP

FASHION AND ART

1984 in the Cyborg Manifesto, Donna Harraway
wrote:
“There is no fundamental, ontological separation in our formal knowledge of machine and
organism, of technical and organic. [...] One
consequence is that our sense of connection to
our tools heightened.“
I use tools to approach reality and represent the
world and the body so that they become tangible to me. I need to touch it, to approach, to
measure. I created the bracelet to measure my
distance towards reality. This tool has the form
of my body.

The boundaries between tools, rituals, science
and reality have never been so blurred. Where
does the human start and when does the tool
end? What is natural and what has ever been
there?

One of the most famous artistic avantgarde of
XXth century was Bauhaus school. Nowadays
the concept behind Bauhaus inspires fashion
designers and artists to connect art and fashion.
Theory of Bauhaus treats design and art as equal
values. That is the matter which elevates further

discussion in art theory, but what I offer is a concrete example. Art and fashion can be motivated by same visual language. Doing projects like
this means improving society today by injecting
art values in contemporary everyday life.

